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1. Celebrity

2. Emotion

3. Adjective

4. Relative

5. Authority Figure

6. Possession

7. Verb Past Tense

8. Emotion

9. Disease

10. Period Of Time Plural

11. Adjective

12. Verb Present Tense

13. Day Of The Week

14. Adjective

15. Adjective

16. Adjective

17. Group

18. Mammal Plural

19. Adjective

20. 70's Slang Term

21. 80's Slang Term

22. Verb Past Tense
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23. Deity

24. Event

25. Beverage

26. Entertainment Establishment

27. Slang For Breasts

28. Slang For Posterior

29. Crude Word

30. Slang For Erection

31. Event

32. Pet

33. Adjective

34. Clothing Item

35. Sexual Act Past Tense

36. Insulting Adjective

37. Possession

38. Celestial Body



Jeremy Grimaldi's Suicide Note: Now a Word Lib!

is reading my last words. Are you a stranger who has Emotion about me? Are you a friend who is

wondering where I have gone? I don't suppose it really matters at this point. I have taken stock of my possession

and have decided to be Adjective about that life. It's not worth it. I had a bad start. No Relative . A

Authority figure who made it known of how little importance I played in her Possession . A stepfather

who either Verb past tense me or beat me. I've tried to overcome those things. I have tried to overcome my

Emotion and Disease . I've tried for years to examine my attempt at suicide and to be happy that

attempt failed. I have wasted a lot of Period of time plural trying to force myself to be Adjective . I am

so tired, so very tired. I give. I'm beaten. I'm tired of Verb present tense myself. Day of the week is the

day that I face reality and do what needs to be done. It'll be Adjective and Adjective . I won't fail

this time.

To EG and KR: I thank you for all you tried to Adjective . I thank you for stepping in as a sort of

substitute Group . Had I known Mammal plural like you, my life my have taken a different path. I

thought of both of you as my friends and buddies. I foolishly thought of you as a relative and a

authority figure . It's odd the lengths that I will go to in order to make myself feel Adjective to feel a

part of something but I am tired of lying to myself. I am not a part of anything 70's_slang_term anything

80's_slang_term .



I should have been Verb past tense years ago but Deity does slip up, doesn't it? Anyway, I want

you to know that I think the world of you both and I thank you for trying to help a stranger. I wish we had not

met electronically but we did. I would have loved to have been friends with you in real life. It would have great

to hang out, see a Event or have a Beverage at a quiet Entertainment establishment .

To Siam: I cannot think of adequate words to describe how much I think of you. I don't believe I have ever had

the fortune to meet someone who possessed the extreme Slang for breasts Slang for posterior and

thoughtfulness that I've seen in you. You are aware of how much I think of you so perhaps this is Crude 

word . This I will say: I have so much Slang for erection for you and your upcoming possibilities. I won't

be able to dance at your Event but perhaps I will be there in spirit. Who knows what is coming next? I

certainly don't but, if it's possible, I will be there. Jeremy would be a cool name for a Pet if you ever

have one. It would be great if there was a Adjective Jeremy running around this world and I do think you

could make him happy.

To any of those who detested me: You're in luck, I guess? I will be out of your Clothing item very shortly.



To those of you who Sexual act past tense me: I am Insulting adjective and there will be another along

soon to take my Possession .

Jeremy Bryant Grimaldi

November 4, 1982 - January 11, 2010

The Celestial body will not stop spinning.
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